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of other European countries, whose trade with India was
organized on a joint-stock basis1. The conspicuous example
was Holland, the pattern of the nations in economic methods :
the exception was Portugal, which was cited as a proof both
of the folly and the wisdom of a joint stock, accordingly
as she was represented as having ' supported a vast navi-
gation ' though ' under no company'2, or as ' almost beaten
out of the trade'3. The existence of foreign joint-stock
companies was used as an argument not to pit " raw and
private persons against such compacted and united consti-
tutions of experienced councillors " 4; and the contention
served its purpose in spite of the retort that the Dutch
example " proves that a company in a joint stock may make
a great progress in it, but does not disprove the like, or a
greater, progress under a regulated or open trade " 5.
The controversies which centred around the East India The
trade reveal the presence of four distinct groups among
the enemies of the Company: the bullionists, the Levant
Company, the woollen manufacturers, and the interlopers.
The attack of the first group ended in defeat, the export of
bullion being permitted by the Act of 16636; the campaign
of the second recoiled disastrously upon its promoters7;
the third achieved a complete triumph8; the fourth won
a partial victory but at the sacrifice of the principles for
which it contended. To the relations between the Company
and the interlopers we must now turn.
While the Company maintained that the East India individual
trade " cannot possibly be supported but in a joint stocktradmg-
exclusive to all others"9, it  tolerated  some  individual
trading.   Its   agents  were  prohibited   from  engaging  in
1 Davenant, Works (ed, 1771), v. 131.
3	Britannia Languens (1680), 140 (in sect. vi.).
8 The East India Trade a most profitable Trade to the Kingdom (1677), 14.
4	A Treatise wherein is demonstrated that the East India Trade is the
most national of all Foreign Trades.   By $iXo7rdrpis (1681), 34.
5	Britannia Languens (1680), 136 (in sect, vi.),    The Present Interest of
England stated.   By a Lover of his Country (1671), g, justified the Dutch
joint-stock company because it owned extensive possessions, whereas
England had only ' the insignificant Castle of St. George'.
6	Infra, vol. iii. 73.	7 Supra, p. 286.	8 Infra, vol. iii. 41 seq.
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